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Autoimmune thyroid disease—Hashimoto thyroiditis
and Graves' disease—patients produce high levels of
thyroid autoantibodies and contain lymphoid tissue
that resembles secondary lymphoid follicles (LFs). We
compared the specificity, structure, and function of
tonsil and lymph node LFs with those of the intrathy-
roidal LFs to assess the latter's capability to contribute
to autoimmune response. Thyroglobulin and thy-
roperoxidase binding to LFs indicated that most in-
trathyroidal LFs •were committed to response to thy-
roid self-antigens and were associated to higher levels
of antibodies to thyroglobulin, thyroperoxidase, and
thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor. Intrathyroidal
LFs were microanatomically very similar to canonical
LFs, ie, they had well-developed germinal centers
with mantle, light, and dark zones and each of these
zones contained B and T lymphocytes, follicular den-
dritic and interdigitating dendritic cells with typical
phenotypes. Careful assessment of proliferation
(Ki67) and apoptosis (terminal dUTP nick-end label-
ing) indicators and of the occurrence of secondary
immunoglobulin gene rearrangements (RAGI and
RAG2) confirmed the parallelism. Unexpected high
levels of RAG expression suggested that receptor re-
vision occurs in intrathyroidal LFs and may contrib-
ute to generate high-affinity thyroid autoantibodies.
Well-formed high endothelial venules and a congru-
ent pattern of adhesion molecules and chemokine
expression in intrathyroidal LFs were also detected.
These data suggest that ectopic intrathyroidal LFs con-

tain all of the elements needed to drive the autoim-
mune response and also that their microenvironment
may favor the expansion and perpetuation of autoim-
mune response. (Am J Pathol20Ol, 159:861-873)

Autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD) is a term that in-
cludes the various clinical forms of autoimmune thyroid-
itis, such as classical Hashimoto's thyroiditis (HT),
Graves' disease (GD), and primary myxedema An al-
most invariable feature of AITD is the production of anti-
bodies to at least one of the main thyroid-specific autoan-
tigens, ie, thyroglobulin (Tg), the mam protein of the
colloid, thyroperoxidase (TPO), the enzyme that cata-
lyzes iodine organisation, and the receptor for thyro-
tropm (TSH-R)1 Other thyroid-specific autoantigens,
such as the newly described sodium iodine symporter2

and minor colloid antigens, are still being characterized
but they do not seem to be the dominant targets of
humoral autoimmune response Thyroid autoantibodies
are good clinical markers of disease, and TSH-R antibod-
ies, also known as thyroid-stimulating immunoglobulms,
are the direct cause of hyperthyroidism in GD patients
and one of the best examples of pathogenic autoantibod-
ies 3 Taking advantage of their high titer, the availability of
purified antigens and of surgically removed tissue thy-
roid autoantibodies were subjected to such an exhaustive
scrutiny that they arguably became the best-characterized
human autoantibodies A wide variety of techniques have
been used, including the generation of human monoclonal
antibodies both by hybndoma45 and combinatorial tech-
niques using as source B cells from autoimmune thyroids
and the corresponding regional lymph nodes (LNs) 6~8

Epitope restriction typical of human autoantibodies, first
suggested for Tg antibodies,9 has been repeatedly con-
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firmed using human and mouse monoclonal antibodies
and recombinant mutated forms of thyroid antigens 10~13

Genetic analysis provided evidence of restricted lg V
gene family usage and extensive somatic hypermutation,
as corresponds to high-affinity antibodies produced in
the course of antigen-driven responses 12~14 The analy-
sis of the T cell response using a variety of approaches
also suggests that AITD is caused by antigen-driven
responses 15

Histologically, HT is characterized by lymphocytic in-
filtration that may progressively replace thyroid follicles
Lymphoid infiltrates are also present in GD glands, but in
this condition most of the thyroid remains intact except for
the signs of hyperfunction Cases that share features of
HT and GD occur are occasionally observed 16 Lym-
phoid infiltrates often organize themselves as follicle-like
structures containing germinal centers (GCs) similar to
those in secondary lymphoid follicles (LFs) of LNs Intra-
thyroidal B lymphocytes can synthesize Tg, TPO, and
TSH-R antibodies in vitro, and this suggested that they
are an important source of thyroid autoantibodies 17~21

Ectopic or extranodal secondary LFs are found in other
autoimmune lesions, such as rheumatoid arthritis syno-

disease salivary glands,26 but also in chronically infected
tissues such as hepatitis C liver27 and Helicobacter pylori
gastritis mucosa 28 The formation of extranodal LFs might
be a normal development in the course of a maintained
immune response but it is not known if it contributes to
response effectiveness In autoimmune diseases it has
been interpreted as a sign of the intensity of the response
but not as a significant step in their pathogenesis The
real frequency of lymphoid follicle formation in autoim-
mune tissue has been difficult to estimate, because these
structures are irregularly distributed, scattered all over
the affected tissue, and can be easily missed during
routine histopathological examination

Lymphoid follicles with GCs are crucial sites in the
development of the anamnestic immune responses be-
cause they are the sites where cells undergo somatic
hypermutation and affinity maturation Newly formed GCs
are ohgoclonal B cell populations derived from one to
three B cell clones 29 30 Somatic hypermutation can gen-
erate autoreactive B cells and requires the existence of
tolerance mechanisms to keep them under control 31 32

The discovery of RAG and Tdt expression in GCs has
suggested that secondary VDJ rearrangement may be
another process that contributes to GC function 33~35

The presence of well-organized B cell structures in
AITD glands may be relevant to pathogenesis, not only
for the production of autoantibodies but also for the de-
velopment and maintenance of autoimmune response B
cells in intrathyroidal LFs are in a privileged location to
capture large amounts of self-antigens and to present
them to T lymphocytes It has been suggested that, as
they are outside the limits of lymphoid organs, they may
bypass normal peripheral tolerance mechanisms more
easily 32 The importance of extranodal LF formation for
the development of autoimmune disease was established
in recent experiments by Ludewig and colleagues36 us-
ing the RIP-GP mouse model, these authors reported a

positive correlation between neogenesis of lymphoid tis-
sue and development of autoimmune diabetes The pre-
vention of diabetes in NOD mice incorporating a Igju null
mutation37 constitutes compelling evidence for the role of
B cell in endocrine autoimmune disease

Previous studies by ourselves,38 and by other authors
have described the surprisingly frequent occurrence and
complex organization of intrathyroidal LFs This
prompted the present study, whose results indicate that
intrathyroidal LFs in AITD patients are indeed functional
Our data include first evidence that chemokmes capable
of organizing and self-perpetuating LFs are generated in
AITD glands and that secondary rearrangement of immu-
noglobulin genes may take place in these structures In
addition, we have found that intrathyroidal secondary LFs
are more prevalent than previously estimated, correlate
with autoantibody titer, and seem to result from the ex-
pansion of a few seeding B cells that are specific for
thyroid autoantigens

Materials and Methods

vium, 2~24 myasthenia gravis thymus, and Sjogren's Patients

Thyroid tissue was obtained from 67 patients, 35 with GD,
8 with HT, 22 with multinodular goiter (MNG), and 2
previously healthy multiorgan cadaveric donors MNG
glands were considered nonautoimmune thyroid tissue
Clinical diagnosis was based on usual thyroid function
tests, including free thyroxine, tri-iodothyronme, and TSH
plasma levels TPO and Tg antibodies were measured by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Immunowell, San
Diego, CA), normal ranges are 42 to 100 and 67 to 115
ILJ/ml, respectively Antibodies to TSH-R were measured
by radioimmunoassay (Brahms Diagnostica, Berlin, Ger-
many) and all values >1 5 lU/L were considered positive
In the statistical analysis, negative samples were as-
signed the value to the lower limit of detection of the
corresponding assay (le, 24 0, 36 0, and 1 O IU, respec-
tively) Diagnoses were confirmed by histopathological
examination of the glands Tissue samples from one thy-
mus, six palatine tonsils (PTs), and five LNs were used as
reference lymphoid tissue

Several blocks from most specimens were treated sep-
arately, some were formalin-fixed for standard histopa-
thology tests and other were snap-frozen m isopentane
and stored at -70°C Series of sequential cryostat sec-
tions (4 /¿m) obtained from frozen blocks of thyroid, tonsil,
thymus, and LN were used for immunofluorescence
staining, terminal dUTP nick-end labeling techniques,
and also for RNA extraction under RNase-free conditions

Dispersed thyroid cells and intrathyroidal lymphocytes
from 42 (26 GD, 3 HT, 13 MNG) glands were prepared by
enzymatic digestion as described elsewhere 39 The cells
were filtered through a 500-p.m mesh and cultured in
RPMI 1640, 10% fetal calf serum, and antibiotics Adher-
ent cells, which included thyroid follicular cells, were
separated from infiltrating thyroid lymphocytes by adher-
ence to plastic after 18 to 24 hours of culture and sepa-
rately cryopreserved in fetal calf serum containing 10%
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Table 1. List of Lectins and Antibodies Used in the Characterization of Thyroidal GCs

Molecule

Bcl-2
CD19
CD19
CD154
CD20
CD20
CD21L
CD23
CD3
CDS
CD38
CD4
CD40
CDS
CDS
CD50
CD50
CD54
CD71
CD77
CD79
CDS
CD83
CD95/Fas
CD95L/FasL
CIA
Ki-67
FVIII
HLA Class I
HLA Class II
hlgD
hlgG
hlgM
hlgs
PNA

Antibody

Bcl-2
Leu-12
A3B1
CD154
93-1B3
LE
7D6
Leu-10
UCHT1
Cris-7
RM3A5
RFT4
HB14
33-1C6
CDS
101-1D2
152-2D11
RM4A3
120-2A3
3813
HM47
RFT8
HB15
DX2
NOK-1
HECA-452
Ki-67
FVIII
W6/32
Edu-1
hlgD
hlgG
A1B1
hlgs
NO

Source

Zymed
BD
HCPB
De-Cheng Shen
HCPB
Dako
P Garrone
B-D
ATCC
HCPB
HCPB
RFHSM
T F Tedder
HCPB
Caltag
HCPB
HCPB
HCPB
HCPB
IGR
HCPB
RFHSM
T F Tedder
Pharmmgen
Pharmmgen
Pharmmgen
Roche
ATCC
Dakopatîs
HCPB
Caltag
Southern-Biotech
HCPB
Southern
Sigma

Host

Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Rat
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Rabbit
Mouse
Rabbit
Mouse
Mouse
Goat
Mouse
Mouse
Goat
Peanut

Isotype

lgG1
lgG1
lgG2a
IgM
lgG1
IgG
lgG1
lgG1
lgG1
IgG
IgM
lgG1
lgG1
lgG2a
lgG1
lgG1
lgG1
igQ
lgG1
IgM
IgG
lgG1
lgG2
lgG1

IgG
lgG1

lgG2a
lgG2b

IgG

NO

BD Becton and Dickinson HCPB, Hospital Clinic i Provincial de Barcelona RFHSM Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine IGR Institut Gustave
Roussy

dimethyl sulfoxide The lymphocyte-to-thyroid follicular
cell ratio was assessed by fluorescence-activated cell
sorting as described elsewhere 39

Identification of Germinal Centers,
Immunofluorescence Sta/ning, and Image
Analysis

Thyroid blocks, with an average weight of 5 g, were
systematically screened for LFs by examining 1 out of 10
sequential cryostat sections stained by hematoxylm and
eosin (H&E) and confirmed by either immunofluores-
cence staining with peanut agglutmin and anti-lgD (cry-
ostat sections)40 or with anti-CD20 (formalin-fixed sec-
tions) Ten to 80 consecutive 4-/¿m sections were stained
for phenotypic markers, adhesion molecules, and related
functional markers by simple or double-indirect immuno-
fluorescence or by immunohistochemistry technique fol-
lowing published protocols41 and using the antibodies
listed in Table 1 Epithelial cells were identified with high
titer(1 10s) anti-TPO patient's serum Affinity-purified flu-
orochrome-labeled conjugated antisera (specific for
some IgG subclasses) were used as secondary antibod-
ies (all from Southern Biotechnology, Birmingham, AL) In
all cases, the controls included both using nonimmune

sera or unrelated mAb as primary antibodies and testing
the effect of omitting each of the layers Biotin-labeled TPO
and Tg (a kind gift from Pharmacia-Upjohn, Freiburg, Ger-
many) and fluorescein isothiocyanate-streptavidin were
used to detect B and plasma cells bearing Ig that were
specific for these antigens The controls included blocking
staining with unlabeled antigens

The slides were examined blindly by two independent
observers (MPA and RPB or MJO), using either UV or
transmitted light microscopy (Axioplan II, Zeiss, Wetzlar,
Germany) To better compare the distribution of different
markers in some double-immunofluorescence experi-
ments, photomicrographs of the red and green fluores-
cence images were digitized and then superimposed
using commercial software (Photoshop, Adobe, San
Jose, CA) Images from some preparations were ac-
quired and deconvolved using a digital confocal micros-
copy system (Openlab, Improvision, Coventry, UK) to
improve resolution but natural colors were maintained
The figure legend indicates whether the images have
been processed To compare better the LFs from thyroid
autoimmune glands, LNs and tonsils, we measured the
GC and mantle zone (MZ) areas, the perimeter, and the
maximal and minimal diameters using the Openlab mor-
phometry module
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TdT-Mediated dUTP Nick-End Labeling Assay

Apoptosis was detected by using a commercial kit (In s/tu
cell death detection, Boehnnger Mannheim, Mannheim,
Germany) following the manufacturer's instructions Two
substrates were used and the protocol was adjusted
accordingly, 1) sections from formalin-fixed paraffin-em-
bedded blocks (4 .̂m) were dewaxed, rehydrated, and
digested with protemase K (20 pig/ml), and 2) cryostat
sections (4 pm) were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and
permeabihzed with 0 1% Triton X-100/0 1% sodium citrate
solution dNTP-fluorescein isothiocyanate was detected
with an anti-fluorescein alkaline phosphatase-coniugated
antiserum and Fast red The sections were counter-
stained with Mayer's hematoxylm for 30 seconds Apo-
ptotic nuclei were counted using the Openlab software
and expressed as number of positive nuclei per mm2

Microdissection, RNA Extraction, and Reverse
Transcriptase-Polymerase Cham Reaction
(RT-PCR) Amplification

To study the RNA from the LFs, these structures were
identified by H&E staining and microdissected from 4 to
10 consecutive thyroidal sections under a stereomicro-
scope (SV8, Zeiss) RNA was extracted from sections
devoid of LFs and from control normal lymphoid organs
To study chemokine expression, RNA was extracted from
frozen tissue blocks Genomic DNA was removed by
digestion with DNase-l and the RNA was reprecipitated
with 0 4 /ut,mol/L of nuclease-free glycogen (Boehrmger-
Mannheim) as a carrier, then, it was quantified in a spec-
trophotometer at OD260 nm cDNA was prepared in a final
volume of 10 JA! by mixing 200 ng to 1 ̂ g of total RNA, 20
pmol Oligo-(dT15) (Pharmacia-Biotech), 40 U/jxl RNase
inhibitor (Clontech), 10 mmol/L dNTP mix (Pharmacia-
Biotech), 0 1 mol/L dithiothrcitol (DTT), 1 x Superscript
buffer and 200 U/p,l of SuperScript-ll enzyme For RAG2,
the antisense primer used for the retrotranscription and
for PCR amplification was the same The reaction was
performed at 42°C for 45 minutes and the product was
diluted 5 to 10 times in TE (10mM TRIS/1mM EDTA, (TE)
pH 8) for subsequent experiments For PCR reactions 1
to 3 /LU of cDNA was added to the mixture containing 0 2
mmol/L dNTP, 0 3 pimol/L each primer, 1 x PCR buffer
and 300 mU of DynaZyme II (Finnzymes, Oy, Finland) to
a final volume of 20 ̂ l in hot start The following programs
and primers were used 1 ) GAPDH, 30 cycles at 94°C for
30 seconds, denaturation, 65°C for 45 seconds, anneal-
ing/elongation (sense primer 5'-TCTTCTTTTGC GTCGC-
CAG-3', antisense primer 5'-AGCCCCAGCCTTCTCCA-
3'), amplicon 371 bp 2) RAG1 35 cycles at 94°C for 30
seconds, denaturation, 56°C for 30 seconds, annealing at
72°C for 40 seconds, elongation (sense primer 5'-
ACTTTCCCTTCATCCTGCTTA-3', antisense primer 5'-
1 1 1 1 lCTCCTCCTCTTGCTTC-3'), amplicon 653 bp 3)
RAG2, 30 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 seconds,
annealing at 63°C for 30 seconds, extension at 72°C for 40
seconds (sense primer 5'-GCCACAGTCATAGT-
GGGCAGTCA G-3', antisense primer 5'-CAAAGGGAGTG-

GAATCCCCTGG-3'), amplimer 534 bp 4) SDF-1, 30 cy-
cles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at
60°C for 20 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 30 seconds
(sense primer 5'-GTCGTGGTCGTGCTGGTC-3', antisense
primer 5'-CGGGCTACAATCTGCAGG-3'), amplicon 155
bp 5) SLC, 35 cycles at 94°C for 30 seconds, denaturation,
65°C for 45 seconds annealing/elongation (sense primer
5'-AAGGCAGTGATGGAGGGG-3', antisense primer 5'-
CTGGGCTGGTTTCTGTGG-3'), amplicon 238 bp 6) BLC,
35 cycles at 94°C for 30 seconds, denaturation, 51DC for 20
seconds, annealing at 72°C for 30 seconds, elongation
(sense primer 5'-CGACATCTCTGCTTCTC-3', antisense
primer 5'-ACTTCCATCATTCTTTG-3'), amplicon 255 bp All
amplifications were followed by a final extension at 72°C for
7 minutes The PCR products were analyzed by 1 to 3 5%
agarose gel electrophoresis and transferred to nylon
membranes (Hybond+, Amersham) The membranes
were hybridized with specific labeled probes [-y-32P]ATP
10/xCi//jJ) at high stringency conditions (RAG1 5'-CCCT-
TACTGTTGAGACTGC-3', RAG2 5'-GGACAAAA AG-
GCTGGCCCAA-3', SDF-1 5'-TGCCTCAGCGACGGG-3,
SLC 5'-CTTGGTT CCTGCTTCCG-3', BLC 5'-ACAAC-
CATTCCCACGG-3') In the case of RAG1, both primers
annealed to the same exon (exon 2) so a sample of
unretrotranscribed RNA was introduced as an additional
control To estimate the amount of chemokine message in
tissue samples, hybridized membranes were exposed
and the autoradiographies were either counted on a
Phosphonmager (BioRad, Richmond, CA) using Quantity
One software or assessed by densitometry (TDI Sys-
tems) The results were normalized according to the
amount of GAPDH message as estimated by densitom-
etry of gels stained with ethidium bromide Preliminary
experiments were performed to establish the conditions
under which the reactions were within the exponential
phase of amplification To better compare the levels of
the different chemokmes and refer them to a physiologi-
cal substrate, the values obtained from thyroid samples
were divided by the average value from PT for each
chemokine Therefore, the results are given as percent-
ages of reference PT values

Statistical Analysis

Data distribution was first analyzed using the Sigma Stat
software (Microsoft Corp , Seattle, WA) Parametric (Stu-
dent's f-test) and nonparametnc (Mann-Whitney) tests
were applied to normal and nonnormally distributed data,
as indicated

Results

Most AITD Glands Contain Typical Secondary
Lymphoid Follicles that Are Large and Tonsil-
Like in HT and Smaller and Lymph Node-Like
mGD

Typical secondary LFs, similar to those found in lymphoid
organs were easily detected by screening H&E sections
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Table 2. Classification of Thyroid Glands According the AITD, Autoantibody Titers, Percent of Leukocyte Infiltration and Presence
of Germinal Centers

Sample AITD aTq Ul/ml aTPO Ul/ml aTSHR Ul/l S (N of GC)

228
255
257
258
278
373
378
381
389
390
391
393
394
403
412
413
416
417
423
424
425
426
427
429
430
290
384
385
BL
JO
RP
AP1
AP2
359
360
361
362
364*
376
379
395
396
399
409
419
420

GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
HT
HT
HT
HT
HT
HT
HT
HT

MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG
MNG

-ve
-ve

5980
-ve
-ve

172 1
1773
1628
668
283
ND
35
-ve
36
239
372
564
-ve
70
-ve
-ve

1265
190
-ve
-ve

5840
ND

7740
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
275
36
-ve

-ve
25

11550
-ve
-ve

392
1523
481
1436
-ve
25

420
435
5500
1243
394
405
25
53
-ve
28

1001
1001
7000
46

7660
ND

105000
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve
379
-ve
-ve
36

459
41
23
-ve

800
20

670
1180
160

1780
1 0
ND

375
84
ND
620
380
-ve
88
206
-ve
750
155
4 1
40
859
149
-ve
101
-ve
ND
-ve
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
-ve
25
7

1 6
1 2
1 4
1 2
-ve
-ve
1 2
-ve
-ve
-ve

ND
ND
702
ND
ND

277
300
195
96
703
49

434
48

388
200
52
92
95
102
545
11 4
454
ND
50

106
ND
666
766
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
52
1 3
03
61
120
35
68
72
39
21 7
206
11 7
75

1(11)/2(1)
1(1)
1(3)
1(1)
1(1)
1(1)
1(1)
NO
NO
NO
NO
1(1)
NO

2(3)
1(4)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

1(2)'
1(1)
3(2)
1(1)
2(1)
1(5)
1(1)
1(10)
1(5)
1(10)
1(4)

1(11)
NO
NO
NO
NO
1(1)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

GD Graves disease
(number of GCs)

HT Hashimoto thyroiditis MNG multmodular goitre % LI percentage of lymphocyte infiltration S (N of GC) sections

Eight of 8 (100%) glands from HT, 14 of 26 (53 8%) from
GD, and 1 of 22 (4 5%) from MNG patients contained LFs
(Table 2)

Intrathyroidal secondary LFs possessed a MZ and
well-formed GCs with obvious signs of activity (eg, lym-
phoblasts in mitosis) The GCs appeared in areas of
heavy infiltration, but relatively isolated GCs were also
found, and often they were so close to the thyroid follicles
that the mantle lymphocytes were adjacent to the thyroid
epithelium Nests of epithelial cells often remained in the
middle of dense infiltrates, apparently unaffected by the
surrounding lymphocytes The cells forming the intrathy-
roidal GCs were polarized in a dark zone containing
lymphoblasts with big nuclei and two or three nucleoh,
and a light zone surrounded by small lymphocytes with
the features of centrocytes Large dendritic cells with

elongated nuclei were present in the GC and the MZ,
whereas plasma cells were scattered all over the infiltrate
(Figure 1a) This cellular distribution was confirmed by
staining for a series of phenotypic markers Among them,
anti-CD20 (Figure 1b) and peanut agglutinm-fluorescein
isothiocyanate (Figure 1c) specifically labeled the GCs
Peanut agglutinin stained both the GCs and the vascular
endothelium, a feature that was useful to trace a given
GC in consecutive sections The MZ consisted of typical
CD19IOW IgD-l- lgM+ CD38- CD23-/low+ follicular B
lymphocytes (data not shown), but some areas were rich
in CD3+ cells, predominantly of the CD5+ CD3+ CD4+

phenotype but also containing CD3+ CD8+ cells, these
areas corresponded to the T-cell rich MZ areas observed
in lymphoid node LFs (Figure 1, d, e, and f) Staining for
CD83 (Figure 1g) revealed a rich network of DCs that
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Figure I. Morphology of intrathyroidal secondary LFs in AITD. a: A section from a formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded block from a HT gland, b to h: Sections from
frozen blocks from CD glands, g was deconvolved to improve image definition (see text for details), the other images are standard micrographs, a: H&E staining
showing a typical secondary follicle with a GC and a well-formed MZ (cb, centroblasts undergoing mitosis), b: CD20 on B cells of the GC (brown) using the
immunoperoxidase technique and counterstained with hematoxylin (GD, case TB228). c: Direct immunofluorescence with peanut agglutinin-fluorescein
isothiocyanate, showing positive staining of centroblasts and follicular dendritic cells (GD, case TB378). d: Staining for CD3+ reveals abundant T cells in the MZ
with scattered cells inside the GC (GD, case TB228). e: Demonstration of abundant CD4+ T among the T cells in the MZ (GD, case TB228'). f: Staining for CDS
shows moderately abundant CD8+ T lymphocytes in the MZ (GD, case TB378). g: Staining for CD 83 highlights the network of mature dendritic cells in the MZ
(GD, case TB278). h: Staining for the long form of CD21 reveals the network of follicular dendritic cells in the CG and their polarization toward the light zone
(GD, case TB373). b CD38, as marker of centrocytes. j: CD23 staining revealing the area occupied by the GC. k: CD77 staining as an additional GC marker .

included extensive areas of the MZ and of the surround-
ing infiltrate, but normally did not reach the inner GC
area. Immunofluorescence staining confirmed the pres-
ence within the GC of the two characteristic B cell pop-
ulations: IQM-/IOW IgD- CD23- CD77+ CD38+ centro-
blasts and CD77+ CD38+ CD23+ centrocytes. A
framework of follicular dendritic cells, polarized toward
the light zone, was identified by mAb 7D6 against the
long form of CD21(CD21L) (Figure 1h).

LFs from different glands were found to differ in size
and complexity, and a correlation with diagnosis was
quickly discovered. LFs in HT glands were large and

similar to LFs In tonsils, whereas LFs in GD glands were
smaller and similar to LN LFs. The measurement of 122
LFs from a random selection of samples (26 in tonsil, 39
in LN, 20 in GD, 37 in HT samples) confirmed this fact
(Figure 2). GC and LF areas in GD and HT glands were
significantly different (P = 0.0020 and P = 0.0174, re-
spectively, f-test). As expected, the presence of LFs was
associated by the presence of extensive lymphoid infil-
tration (P < 0.000005, Mann-Whitney). LFs were de-
tected In heavily infiltrated glands (defined as containing
>25% of lymphocytes over total amount of dispersed
cells, as assessed by flow cytometry of 24-hour thyroid
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***** **#

LN PT THYROID THYROID

(GD) (HT)

GC MZ LF
LN 0.043±0.02 0.017±0.02 0.113±0.05
PT 0.148±0.05 0.128±0.08 0.275±0.08
GD 0.042±0.05 0.054±0.04 0.096±0.09
HT 0.102±0.09 0.065±0.06 0.166±0.12

Figure 2. Morphomecric analysis of LFs from HT and GD compared with LFs
from LNs and PTs. Solid bar, area occupied by the GC; hatched bar, area
occupied by the MZ. Number of LFs studied: LNs, 39; PTs, 26; CDs, 20; and
HTs, 37. The asterisks indicate significant differences between total LF
areas: "", P < 0.001; "', P < 0.00.5; *, P < 0.05. The table below gives
numerical values ± SD.

primary cultures (data not shown), but this relationship
was not symmetrical; some glands with extensive infiltra-
tion lacked LFs.

AITD Intrathyroidal Lymphoid Follicles Are
Committed to TPO and Tg Antibody Production

Both in the whole study group and in the AITD group, the
presence of intrathyroidal LFs was associated to signifi-
cantly higher levels of TPO (P = 0.00860, Mann-Whitney
test) but not of Tg autoantibodies, although a tendency
toward association was observed (P = 0.053). In the GD
group, intrathyroidal LFs were associated to higher levels
of TSH-R antibodies (P = 0.0146, Mann-Whitney test).
The specificity of the B cells ¡n ¡ntrathyroidal LFs was
demonstrated by the binding of Tg and TPO to LFs in a
HT gland (16 of 28 LFs) and in four GD glands (17 of 27;
Figure 3b). Two types of cells bound thyroid antigens:
numerous small cells with a distribution similar to that of
GC B cells and strongly positive cells with a strong cyto-
plasmic staining scattered all over the LFs and the diffuse
lymphoid infiltrates. Double immunofluorescence re-
vealed that most cells that bound to TPO or Tg were
lgG+. The distribution of Tg+ or TPO+ cells was mark-
edly uneven among the LFs, which tended to either be
totally negative or contain numerous positive cells. This
suggested that, as ¡n canonical LFs, ¡ntrathyroidal CGs
consist of an oligoclonal B cell population. Blocking ex-
periments with unlabeled TPO and Tg gave negative
results, thus confirming the specificity of the reaction.

AITD Lymphoid Follicles Express the Molecules
Required for Secondary Lymphoid Follicle-
Specific Processes, Including Recombinase-
Associated Gene Products RAGI and RAG2

Proliferation ¡n the LFs is linked to somatic hypermuta-
tion and Ig repertoire diversification. AITD GCs con-
tained many cells positive for the proliferation marker
Ki67, which were oriented toward the dark zone; this
was also the case in control tonsil and LN tissue sam-
ples (Figure 4a). Two-color immunofluorescence with
anti-IgM antibodies confirmed that most Ki67-positive
cells were lymphoblasts with slight or no IgM staining.
Cell proliferation is high in AITD GCs, especially in HT
glands; the level of proliferation is similar to that de-
tected in tonsil GCs and well above that of LNs (Figure
4b). Collaboration between B and T lymphocytes
through CD40-CD40L interaction is central to GC func-
tions.42 As in lymphoid LFs,43 intrathyroidal LFs con-
tained in their GCs a small polarized population of
CD40+ B cells and some scattered B lymphocytes
bearing the lgD+CD38-CD40L+ phenotype in the T-
cell-rich area. CD40 was expressed by a population of
large-sized dendritic cells located outside the LFs, in
the areas of diffuse lymphocytic infiltration where T
lymphocytes predominate. These cells probably corre-
spond to the dendritic cells stained by CD83 in other
sections and are equivalent to the dendritic interdigi-
tating cells described in the paracortical area of LNs
(data not shown).

Apoptosis, which is an Intrinsic feature of LN GCs,
was detected by the terminal dUTP nick-end labeling
technique ¡n intrathyroidal LFs, especially in those from
HT glands (Figure 4c). Positive nuclei were located
mainly in the light zone, but some labeled nuclei were
detected in the rest of the GC areas as well as outside
them, but not in the thyroid follicular epithelium, as
reported.44 The number of apoptotic cells per square
mm in LFs from HT was as high as in the tonsils
(370.2 ± 186 versus 325 ± 99.4; P = not significant)
and significantly higher than in GD glands (126.4 ±
57.6) (HT versus GD; P < 10~4, f-test). B-lymphocyte
apoptosis in lymphoid organ LFs is triggered by CD95-
CD95L (Fas/FasL) interaction and is modulated by the
expression of Bcl-2 and other anti-apoptotic factors. As
expected, centroblasts were Fas+ Bcl2- (Figure 4, d
and f) whereas most centrocytes were Fas- Bcl-2+.
The lgD+ naïve B cells ¡n the MZ were also bcl-2-
positive. In general, the distribution of these two mol-
ecules was similar to that observed in tonsils and LNs,
but ¡n intrathyroidal LFs the level of Bcl-2 seemed to be
higher than in lymphoid organ LFs.

It has been reported that the RAG1 and RAG2 recom-
binase genes are expressed in secondary lymphoid or-
gans during active immune response (see Discussion).
We assessed the expression of RAG1 and RAG2 in AITD
glands by RT-PCR and Southern blotting using thymus,
tonsil, and LN as positive controls. RNA was extracted
from 4 to 10 consecutive cryostat sections and, when
feasible, intrathyroidal GCs were microdissected. All sec-
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Figure 3- a: Relationship between thyroid antibody titer and the presence of
intrathyroidal LFs. TSHR. thyrotropin receptor; LF, group of thyroid glands
containing LFs; NO LF, group of thyroid glands without LFs. The plotted data,
except for those at bottom right, correspond to all of the patients in Table
2. At the bottom right, only the data from GD patients were plotted C, P<
0.05; ", P< 0.01; ns, not significant P value, Mann-Whitney test), b: Dem-
onstration of the specificity of B and plasma cells in the intrathyroidal LFs.
Double immunofluorescence using biotinylated Tg (green, top left) and
anti-IgG (red, top right), demonstrating binding of Tg to the same cells that
are stained for IgG. Positive lymphocytes only appear in the LFs, whereas
plasma cells are present both in the LFs and in the diffuse infiltrate. Bottom
left: Binding of biotinylated TPO to abundant cells in the LFs and also to
some cells in the diffuse infiltrate. Note the presence of membrane and
cytoplasmic staining that correspond to lymphocytes and plasma cells, re-
spectively. Bottom right: Examples of plasma cells stained for TPO and Tg
in double immunofluorescence with IgG (GD, case 378).

tions containing GCs were positive for RAG1 and RAG2
(HT, n = 3; GD, n = 4) irrespective of diagnosis, whereas
sections that did not contain GCs were negative (HT, n =
1) (Figure 5). Based on partially normalized densitometric
data, the levels of RAG1 and RAG2 mRNA levels in most
glands containing LFs were several times higher than in
tonsil and LN samples, and in some cases higher than in
samples from the thymus. Tissue samples obtained from
the same glands but without LFs showed lower RAG1

Figure 4. Proliferation and apoptosis in thyroid LFs. a: Immunofluorescence
staining for Ki67 in an intrathyroidal LF, showing abundant proliferating cells
polarized.toward the dark zone (GD, case TB228). b: Double-immunofluo-
rescence staining for IgD (green) and Ki67 (red), demonstrating that most
proliferating cells are in the light zone of the GC and are either negative or
slightly positive for IgD, as in the case of centroblasts. c: Demonstration of
the existence of apoptotic cells by the tenninal dUTP nick-end labeling
technique and hematoxylin counterstain. Most positive cells were found in
the GC area; no positive cells were seen in the epithelium of the thyroid
follicles (data not shown), d and e: Double ¡mmunofluorescence for bcl-2
and IgD. The level of expression of apoptosis inhibitor bcl-2 is high in the MZ
but is also expressed in the GC cells. The staining for IgD shows the
distribution of mature B cells in the MZ. f: Double exposure of double-
immunofluorescence staining for IgD (green) and CD95/Fas (red). Notice
that Fas is mainly expressed in the CG, whereas IgD is expressed in the MZ,
as is the case in normal LNs.
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Figure 5. RAGI and RAG2 mRNA expression measured by RT-PCR Southern
blot in HT and GD glands, a: Southern blot of RT-PCR products amplified
with RAGI and RAG2 primers and hybridized with the corresponding oligo-
probes; bottom, RT-PCR for control GAPDH; only partial normalization was
achieved because of the small amount of available sample. Asterisks indi-
cate samples that contained visible GCs. TMB, thymus; CT, esophagus, b:
Graph representing the ratio of densitometry values: RAGI, GAPDH (solid
bars); RAG2, GAPHDH (open bars), using an inverted image of the GAPDH
gel image.
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Figure 6. Distribution of adhesion molecules in the thyroidal LFs. a: ICAM-1
membrane staining is mainly present in the MZ cells, b: ICAM3 expression is
higher in cells inside the GC and has a reticular pattern similar to that
observed for the follicular dendritic cells, c: CD62L-positive HEVs are dis-
tributed around the LF. <t Picture resulting from superimposing digitized
images for CLA (green) and Factor VIII (red) staining in the same section.
Note that the large vessels are positive for both markers, thus indicating the
location of the HEV. Cryostat sections from GD, case TB278.

and RAG2 levels. There were no clear differences be-
tween HT and GD glands.

AITD Lymphoid Follicles Express the Adhesion
Molecule and Chemokines Required for Self-
Perpetuation as Homing Area

These two categories of molecules determine the devel-
opment, organization, and self-perpetuation of LFs in the
lymphoid organs. The distribution of ICAM-3 (CD50) and
ICAM-1 (CD54) was similar to that observed in LN LFs,45

ie, ICAM-3 was expressed mainly in the MZ and the
surrounding area and in a few cells of the GC (both
centroblasts and centrocytes), whereas ICAM1 was ex-
pressed by GC cells and especially in the follicular den-
dritic cell-rich area (Figure 6). The distribution of CLA
(cutaneous lymphocyte-associated antigen), a carbohy-
drate domain that is the ligand for L-selectin (CD62L) and
a marker for high endothelial venules (HEVs),46 was stud-
ied in parallel with that of factor VIII, an endothelial mark-
er.38 In the rich capillary network that surrounds the in-
trathyroidal LFs revealed by FVIII staining, -20% of the
endothelial cells (Figure 6, c and d) were positive for CLA
(Figure 6e). Besides, occasional CD3+ CLA+ were de-
tected in the areas of lymphoid infiltration. The endothe-
lium of MNG and GD thyroids lacking LFs was either
completely negative or only showed a very low expres-
sion of CLA.

The expression of chemokines known to be important
for the formation and maintenance of GCs [ie, stromal
cell-derived factor 1 (SDF1 or CXCL12), secondary lym-
phoid tissue chemokine (SLC or CCL21), and B lympho-
cyte chemoattractant/B-cell-attracting chemokine 1
(BLC/BCA-1 or CXCL13)], was assessed by semiquanti-
tative RT-PCR. A small selection of glands containing LFs
was selected, RNA samples were prepared from total
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Figure 7. Chemokine expression as assessed by RT-PCR-Southern blot and
phosphorimager counting, a: RT-PCR-Southern blots, b: Ratio for normalized
chemokine value in each gland: normalized tonsil value, X100; the broken
line at 100% represents the tonsil reference value. Gray bars, SDFl
(CXCL12); solid bars, SLC (CCL21); open bars, BLC (CXCL13). TMB,
thymus; Dl and D2, normal donors.

tissue and retrotranscribed as described above. Figure
7a shows the results from one representative amplifica-
tion experiment. mRNA from the three chemokines was
detected in the positive control and their level of expres-
sion was clearly high in the two HT samples. Because the
cDNA samples had been normalized by GADPH expres-
sion, the observed fourfold increase of SLC and SDF1
levels over PT levels indicates a remarkably active syn-
thesis of chemokine message in the HT glands. BLC
message was also higher, but only when compared to
normal or MNG thyroid tissue. In the GD gland studied,
chemokine expression was not different from that in nor-
mal or MNG tissue (Figure 7b).

Discussion

Secondary LFs have been studied so intensively in the
last decade that it is not feasible to reproduce here even
a small fraction of these studies on intrathyroidal LFs.
However, by using a series of phenotypic markers we
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have obtained a fairly complete picture of their architec-
ture, which we have shown to be similar m every respect
to that of classical secondary LFs The analysis of the
mam processes that take place in GCs through the care-
ful assessment of the expression of molecules that act as
indicators of proliferation, apoptosis, and secondary Ig
gene rearrangement confirmed the similarity between
typical LFs and intrathyroidal LFs More importantly, Tg
and TPO binding to LFs indicates that most intrathyroidal
LFs are committed to the response to thyroid self-anti-
gens Finally, the finding of well-formed HEVs and a
coherent pattern of adhesion molecules and chemokme
expression support the notion that intrathyroidal LFs have
the capability to organize and perpetuate themselves

Histopathological and immunohistochemistry methods
have been applied and, when appropriate, observations
were confirmed by confocal digital microscopy (decon-
volution-based) and computerized morphometry The an-
tigen specificity of B and plasma cells was studied using
a classical approach binding of labeled antigen and
visualization by immunofluorescence 47 For some mole-
cules, such as chemokmes and RAG1 and RAG2 gene
products, we used RT-PCR-Southern blot, but in these
cases the substrates were normalized and the LFs were
selected by microdissection Despite many technical dif-
ficulties and limited sample availability, human material
was used as substrate to ensure the relevance of the
findings to human disease In thyroid patients, late sur-
gery and prolonged treatment with thionamides that are
immunomodulators,48 may be a limitation However, our
results cannot be attributed to this treatment, because
intrathyroidal LFs were described well before thio-
namides were available and HT patients had not been
treated with thionamides

The presence of intrathyroidal LFs in AITD was con-
sidered to be a very characteristic feature of HT but not of
GD By their nature, LFs are scattered over the thyroid
gland and can be easily missed, especially in GD, where
infiltration is much less intense By using a screening
protocol that takes into account the average size of LFs
and checking 1 in 10 sections, the possibility of missing
LFs was reduced to the minimum However, because we
did not screen >5 g of each gland, our data could still be
an underestimate It is plausible that, if the entire glands
had been screened, the frequency of LFs in GD would
have been higher, thus implying that LFs are a regular
feature The association between high titer of antibodies
against TPO and TSH-R and the presence of intrathyroi-
dal LFs in AITD glands suggests that these structures
play a role in antibody production One possibility is that
the formation of intrathyroidal LFs determines transition
from self-limited responses to thyroid antigens to AITD,
as suggested by the experimental model of Ludewig and
colleagues 36 Our results showed binding of Tg and TPO
to B and plasma cells, and their distribution among LFs
suggests that most intrathyroidal LFs are actually com-
mitted to thyroid antigen immune response The elucida-
tion of the relative contribution of intrathyroidal LFs to the
circulating levels of thyroid autoantibodies requires ex-
periments that are difficult to justify in human patients, but
the clinical observation of a quick reduction in autoanti-

body levels after thyroidectomy in GD patients (A Bel-
fiore, personal communication),49 suggests that this con-
tribution is important If the autoimmune response was
driven from the regional LNs, the persistence of antigen
trapped in their follicular dendritic cell50 would maintain
the response for a much longer period of time

The similarity of HT and GD LFs to PTs and LN LFs,
respectively, similarities that also apply to the levels of
proliferation and apoptosis, may indicate a difference in
the pathogenesis of each of these two forms of AITD PTs
and intrathyroidal HT LFs show a high degree of activa-
tion It has been reported that PT LFs are activated by
lipopolysacchande and other bacterial products present
in the pharynx 51 Current evidence and our data suggest
that intrathyroidal LFs are stimulated by high concentra-
tions of thyroid proteins, thus explaining their state of
activation It is relevant that B lymphomas that arise from
HT glands have features similar to those of the MALT
lymphomas,52 which are caused by monoclonal expan-
sion of B cells chronically stimulated by antigens of the
gastrointestinal tract Similarly, B lymphomas m HT pa-
tients, which are histopathologically similar to the MALT
lymphomas, could result from chronic stimulation of GC
lymphocytes by thyroid autoantigens S3 The mtrathyroidal
LFs from GD patients are less active, and this may be
because of a lower concentration of TSH-R, the most
important self-antigen in this entity Besides, as TSH-R
is also expressed outside the thyroid,3 the response to
it may be less dependent on intrathyroidal stimulation
In fact, it has been proposed that GD is a systemic
disease S4

The complete parallelism between intrathyroidal LFs
and secondary LFs in peripheral lymphoid organs sug-
gests similar functional capabilities, probably including
those not specifically studied in this work, such as Ig
class switch RAG1 and RAG2 expression, the visualiza-
tion of HEV and the detection of the mam chemokmes that
determine the organization of LFs have not been reported
before and need to be discussed

The RAG1 and RAG2 recombination activation genes
play a central role in the rearrangement of V(D)J gene
segments during lymphocyte development in the primary
lymphoid organs 55 The finding of RAG1 and RAG2 ex-
pression in splenic B cells stimulated in vitro with LPS+IL-4
and in GC B cells of immunized mice suggested that at
least some peripheral B cells can be induced to re-express
or up-regulate these genes 33 34 56~58 This RAG re-expres-
sion was initially interpreted as evidence for the occur-
rence of peripheral receptor editing (receptor revision)
aimed at rescuing autoreactive B cells generated by
somatic hypermutation The demonstration that Ig cross-
linking inhibited RAG expression in human tonsil B cells
led to the suggestion that receptor revision was rather
aimed at rescuing cells whose receptor lost affinity during
somatic hypermutation 59 Contrary to the former data,
more recent experiments using GFP as a reporter of
RAG2 induction have suggested that RAG expression in
GCs may be because of the presence of a small percent-
age of immature RAG-expressmg B cells in the spleen
and LNs 60 In any case, these immature B cells probably
contribute to the immune response and RAG expression
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should now be considered a feature of active GCs 61

RAG expression in mtrathyroidal GCs was remarkably
high, m some cases well above the levels detected in
thymus, and probably indicates the high activity of these
GCs Our present data do not allow us to establish which
of the following two not mutually exclusive alternatives
explains the high level of expression of RAG 1) a very
active receptor revision and 2) the presence of a high
proportion of immature B cells or, in general, of recent
bone marrow emigrants We believe that the phenotype
of B cells in mtrathyroidal LFs and the cloning of B cells/
plasma cells bearing high-affinity antibodies to Tg and
TPO from these cells favor the first alternative Plausibly,
B lymphocytes recruited from blood into mtrathyroidal
LFs have low-affinity receptors62 and may require exten-
sive receptor revision to generate high-affinity B cells
Interestingly, evidence for over-active receptor revision
has been found in human systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE)63 and, more recently, in ectopic LFs from rheuma-
toid arthritis synovium 64

Selective lymphocyte migration into peripheral lym-
phoid organs is regulated by adhesion molecules and
chemokmes HEVs are specialized structures that allow
rapid and selective lymphocyte trafficking from the blood
into the secondary lymphoid tissues Cutaneous lympho-
cyte-associated antigen (CLA), a HEV addressm, was
detected in mtrathyroidal small vessels that are morpho-
logically similar to LN HEV Secondary lymphoid tissue
chemokme (SLC), a HEV-expressed chemokme that ac-
tivates lymphocyte integrms, was also detected m mtra-
thyroidal LFs The distribution of HEVs around the mtra-
thyroidal GCs indicates that this process takes place in
the thyroid and in the LN In addition to cell recruitment,
the formation of LFs requires cytokmes and chemokmes
that provide the signals for tissue organization 6S Among
them, SDF-166 and BLC act synergistically the former
directs the migration of naive B cells to the GC and the
latter induces the subsequent exit of activated B cells 67

Responsiveness to SDF-1 seems to be regulated during
B lymphocyte activation and correlates with the location
of B cells within the secondary lymphoid organ The
relatively high level of transcription of these chemokmes
found by us in mtrathyroidal LFs underlines the parallel-
ism between canonical and mtrathyroidal LFs, and the
high level of activation of the latter We are currently
working to determine the cell source of each of these
chemokmes, and whether the location of their receptors
is m accordance with the suggestion that mtrathyroidal
GCs can organize and perpetuate themselves (MP Ar-
mengol, manuscript in preparation)

The major question that arises from this work is
whether mtrathyroidal LFs containing GCs are involved in
pathogenesis It is difficult to answer this question, be-
cause the role of the physiological ectopic LFs that ap-
pear during the response to infection has not yet been
elucidated It is not clear what advantage is obtained by
the immune system with the placement of these ad-
vanced posts in the target tissue The LFs in areas very
rich m antigen and outside the lymphoid tissue might
allow a fast expansion of the response, which thus would
reach a high level of intensity The recruitment of weakly

autoreactive B cells in the thyroid and the extensive re-
vision of the receptors in these cells (which thus would
acquire high-affinity surface Igs), may be important for
the production of high-affinity autoantibodies In a normal
LF, autoreactive B cells would be eliminated by apoptosis
as they would encounter soluble antigen31 but this does
not happen to the B cells in mtrathyroidal GCs despite the
availability of very high levels of antigen, thus suggesting
that the microenvironment in ectopic LFs is permissive for
autoimmune responses Later, self-antigen presentation
by autoreactive B cells and perhaps also by both classi-
cal and rogue antigen presenting cells (APCs), such as
thyrocytes expressing high levels of histocompatibility
leucocyte antigen (HLA) and adhesion molecules68"70

may be crucial for the maintenance and expansion of the
autoimmune response In this scenario it is easy to pre-
dict that autoimmune responses would be more difficult
to control once LFs with GCs develop in the target tissue

The event that initiates AITD still has to be identified,
but sudden changes m the level of iodine intake are
probably important 70 It is not difficult to conceive that an
initial nonspecific inflammatory response induced by lo-
cal iodine toxicity could lead to the secretion of inflam-
matory cytokmes and chemokmes by macrophages,
dendritic cells, and the thyroid epithelial follicular cells
themselves In certain circumstances, endothelial cells
may acquire the features of HEVs and recruit B and T
lymphocytes whereas some stromal cells evolve into fol-
licular dendritic cells In this case, the simultaneous onset
of the immune response in the LNs is not so crucial, as
the lymphocytes in the thyroid glands could promote the
immune response

The possible involvement of mtrathyroidal lymphoid
tissue in AITD suggests that the local administration of
immunosuppressive therapy could control the disease
This is not so important in the case of AITD, because the
currently available treatment is overall satisfactory, how-
ever, it may be important for other tissue-specific auto-
immune diseases because the administration of a local
treatment would result in side effects that are less severe
than systemic immunosuppressive treatment Overall,
our results support the relevance of the events in the
target organ in the pathogenesis of organ-specific auto-
immunity
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Chemokines Determine Local Lymphoneogenesis and a
Reduction of Circulating CXCR4+ T and CCR7 B and T
Lymphocytes in Thyroid Autoimmune Diseases1

Maria-Pilar Armengol,* Cristina B. Cardoso-Schmidt,* Marco Fernández/ Xavier Ferrer,*
Ricardo Pujol-Borrell,2* and Manel Juan*

Chemokines and their corresponding receptors are crucial for the recruitment of lymphocytes into the lymphoid organs and for
its organization acting in a multistep process. Tissues affected by autoimmune disease often contain ectopic lymphoid follicles
which, in the case of autoimmune thyroid disorders, are highly active and specific for thyroid Ags although its pathogenic role
remains unclear. To understand the genesis of these lymphoid follicles, the expression of relevant cytokines and Chemokines was
assessed by real time PCR, immunohistochemistry and by in vitro assays in autoimmune and nonautoimmune thyroid glands.
Lymphotoxin a, lymphotoxin ß, C-C chemokine ligand (CCL) 21, CXC chemokine ligand (CXCL) 12, CXCL13, and CCL22 were
increased in thyroids from autoimmune patients, whereas CXCL12, CXCL13, and CCL22 levels were significantly higher in
autoimmune glands with ectopic secondary lymphoid follicles than in those without follicles. Interestingly, thyroid epithelium
produced CXCL12 in response to proinflammatory cytokines providing a possible clue for the understanding of how tissue stress
may lead to ectopic follicle formation. The finding of a correlation between Chemokines and thyroid autoantibodies further
suggests that intrathyroidal germinal centers play a significant role in the autoimmune response. Unexpectedly, the percentage of
circulating CXCR4* T cells and CCR7+ B and T cells (but not of CXCR5) was significantly reduced in PBMCs of patients with
autoimmune thyroid disease when they were compared with their intrathyroidal lymphocytes. This systemic effect of active
intrathyroidal lymphoid tissue emerges as a possible new marker of thyroid autoimmune disease activity. The Journal of Im-
munology, 2003,170: 6320-6328.

A ntigens reach the lymph node transported by dendntic
cells (DCs),3 which perform an initial selection of po-
tentially dangerous Ags via pattern recognition receptors

(1-3) In the secondary lymphoid organs, these Ags are presented
to T cells with a repertoire that has already been purged from
self-reacting cells before leaving the thymus Naive T cells recir-
culate only through the secondary lymphoid tissue, thus reducing
the chances of these cells interacting with peripheral self-Ags (4)
Lymph nodes are organized to favor the encounter between foreign
Ags and lymphocytes bearing complementary receptors and also to
facilitate crucial interactions between B and T cells on encounter
with Ag Within the lymph nodes, lymphoid follicles (LFs) are
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complex small structures m which many crucial processes take
place such as somatic hypermutation, affinity maturation, isotype
switch (5), and receptor revision In the germinal centers (GCs),
autoreactive B cells are presumably generated de novo, thus re-
quiring specific mechanisms to maintain tolerance (6) LFs not
only develop within the secondary lymphoid tissues, but also they
sometimes form within the parenchyma of nonlymphoid organs
when the immune response fails to eradicate an infectious agent
(7), e g , hepatitis C (8) or Helicobacter pylon gastritis (9), and m
autoimmunity Fully developed ectopic LFs are also found in sev-
eral autoimmune diseases such as autoimmune thyroiditis (10),
rheumatoid arthritis (11,12), myasthema gravis (13, 14), Sjogren's
disease (15), and cryptogenic fibrosing alveohtis (16) It has been
suggested that ectopic lymphoid tissue constitutes a different com-
partment of the lymphoid system that should be called the tertiary
lymphoid tissue (TLT) (17), but its specific functions have not
been fully elucidated yet

Hashimoto's disease (HT) and Graves-Basedow thyrotoxicosis
(GD) are two clinical forms of autoimmune thyroid disease
(AITD) (18) in which lymphoid infiltration commonly evolves into
secondary LFs (19) Despite longtime suspicion (20), only recently
it has been shown that these structures are fully functional, yet
their role in pathogenesis is unclear (19) To sustain their activity,
intrathyroidal LFs must be included in the migration circuits of B
and T lymphocytes However, migration by itself is not sufficient,
because massive infiltration can occur in the thyroid without LF
neogenesis Different types of organizing factors must be present
in the tissue It is currently accepted that lymphotoxin (LT) a,
LT/3, C-C chemokine ligand (CCL) 21 (secondary lymphoid tissue
chemokine), CXC chemokine ligand (CXCL) 12 (stromal cell-de-
rived factor-1), CXCL13 (B cell-attracting chemokme-1), and

Copynght © 2003 by The American Association of Immunologists, Inc 0022-1767/03/S0200
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CCL22 (macrophage-denved chemokine) are probably the most
important mediators for GC formation (21) CCL21 selectively
attracts naive lymphocytes and DCs via CCR7 (CD197) (22), and
DCs in turn produce CCL22 that induces segregation of lympho-
cytes into T and B zones (23) CXCL12 has homeostatic chemo-
tactic activity via CXCR4 (CD 184) on most T and B cells sub-
populations and contnbutes decisively to the development of GCs
and maintenance of LFs (24) CXCL13 organizes the distribution
of B and T cells within the GCs via CXCR5 (25)

In previous studies, CCL3 (macrophage-mhibitory protein-la),
CCL4 (macrophage-mhibitory protein-10), CCL5 (26), CCL21,
CXCL12, and CXCL13 (19) have been detected in AITD glands
and elevated levels of macrophage chemoattractant protein-1 in the
patient's sera (27), whereas CXCR3 and CCR5 (28) were associ-
ated with GD In contrast, in experimental autoimmune thyroiditis
(29), several chemokmes have been involved in the disease There
are no systematic studies on the expression of the chemokmes
responsible for the GC organization and their corresponding re-

ceptors in AITD.
We report here that autoimmune thyroid glands hyperexpress

LTa, IFN-y. CXCL12, CXCL13, and CCL22 Those containing
secondary lymphoid follicles overexpress IFN-y, CXCL12,
CXCL13, and CCL22 and express LT/3 and CCL21, and the cor-
responding receptors CXCR4, CXCR5, LT/3R, and CCR7. We
found that thyroid epithelial cells produce CXCL12 in vivo and in
vitro, this may explain the relatively high frequency of LFs in
thyroid glands In patients with mtrathyroidal LFs, which are rich
m CXCR4+ T lymphocytes, we detected a concomitant reduction
in circulating CXCR4+ T cells and also in CCR7+ T and B lym-
phocytes This constitutes an unexpected effect on the periphery of
intrathyroidal lymphoid neogenesis and suggests the existence of a
general disturbance in lymphocyte recirculation circuit as part
of AITD

Materials and Methods
Tissues and cell culture

Thyroid tissue was obtained from 34 patients (27 of them had been in-
cluded in a previous study (19)) 4 HT, 12 GD with LFs, 11 GD without
LFs, 1 multmodular goiter (MNG) with thyroiditis, 4 MNGs and 2 multi-
organ donor glands MNG and donor glands were used as nonautoimmune
thyroid controls Clinical diagnosis was made based on usual thyroid tests
and confirmed by histopathology Thyroid peroxidase (TPO) and thyro-
globulm Abs were measured by ELISA (Immunowell, San Diego, CA),
and anti-thyroid-stimulatmg hormone receptor Abs were measured by RIA
(Brahms Diagnostica, Berlin, Germany) (Table I) A human thymus, two
palatine tonsils (FT), and two lymph nodes (one of them from the HT385
patient) were used as reference lymphoid tissue Because the palatine ton-
sils were not inflamed at the time of surgery, we considered their values
basal Cervical lymph nodes containing highly active lymphoid follicles
were considered positive controls For molecular biology techniques and
intrathyroidal lymphoid follicle staining, 4-fim cryosections from thyroids
(3 of 4 HTs, 16 of 23 CDs, 4 of 5 MNGs, and 2 of 2 normal donors) and
tissue controls were used

Adherent cells (95-98% thyrocytes) were separated from intrathyroidal
lymphocytes (ITLs) after thyroid gland digestion (30) by overnight seed-
ing To avoid culture chemokine receptor modulation, ITLs were separated
by density gradient from thyrocytes immediately after digestion The lym-
phocyte-thyroid follicular cell ratio was assessed by flow cytometry, using
this value for correlation analysis

Thyroid monolayers were maintained in RPMI containing 10% PCS,
and the percentage of PCS was decreased to 2% 2 h before exposure to the
cytokmes recombinant human (rh) IL-lß 200 IU/ml (DAKO, Glostrup,
Denmark), rhIFN-y 500 IU/ml, or rhTNF-a 500 IU/ml (supplied by G R
Adolph, Boehrmger Institute, Vienna, Austria) The human thyroid cell
line HT93 was also used It was generated by transfection with a SV40
early region construct and originally produced thyroglobulm (31) It has
maintained epithelial features, and we have already used it in studies of
HLA regulation

Table I Thyroid samples used

Sample

GDI
GD2
GD3
GD4
GD5
GD6
GD7
CDS
GD9
GDIO
GD11
GD12
GD13
GD14
GDIS
GD16
GD17
GDIS
HT1
HT2
HT3
HT4
MNG1
MNG2
MNG3
MNG4
MNG5
MNG6
HD1
HD2

Anü-Tg"
(IU/ml)

-

5980
ND
-
-
-
70
-
-

172 1
-
-

190
1265
-
-
-
-

7740
ND
ND
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Anta-TPO
(IU/ml)

-

11550
ND
-

ND
46
53
25
-

392
-
-

1001
1001
5500
120
28
-

105,000
ND
ND

851
459
-
-

379
-
-
-
-

AnU-TSHR
(IU/L)

800
670
28
160
33
101
155
20
-

1780
-
1 14

149
859
-

>40
40
41
-

ND
ND
-
12
-
16
14
-
-
-
-

% LI ILFs

ND +
702 +
380 +
ND +

11 1 +
106 +
102
ND
302

277 +
1 2

389 +
ND +

454 +
388 +
893 +
114 +
545
766 +
666 +
802 +
602 +
217 +
20
6 1
35
52

117
35
12

* Tg, Thyroglobulm, TSHR, thyroid stimulating hormone receptor, LI, lympho-
cytic infiltration, ILFs, intrathyroidal lymphoid follicles, -, negative

PBMCs from 12 patients (obtained at the same time as the thyroid re-
section procedure) and 12 healthy donors were separated using a Ficoll
(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) discontinuous density gradient

Immunofluorescent histochemistry and FACS

Sources of Abs were goat Abs to CXCL12, CCL21 and CXCL13, and
munne mAbs to CXCR4 and CXCR5 from R&D Systems (Minneapolis,
MN), mAb to cytokeratin 8-18 from Novocastra Laboratories (Newcastle
upon Tyne, U K ) , mAb to CD83 from T F Tedder (Duke University
Medical Center, Durham, NC), mAbs to human CD19, CD20, CD3, and
CDS from R Vilella (Hospital Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona, Spam), munne
mAb to CD21L from P Carroñe (Laboratory for Immunological Research,
Schering-Plough, Pans, France), mAb to CD4 and CDS from M Bofill
(Fundcaó IRSI-Caixa, London, U K ) , mAbs to CD3-PerCP, CCR7,
CD45RA-FITC, and CD45RO-PE from BD PharMmgen (San Diego, CA),
and mAb to CD19-PECy5 from DAKO, and fluorochrome-labeled second-
ary Abs from Southern Biotechnology (Birmingham, AL) For thyroper-
oxidase detection, a high titer ann-TPO-positive human serum was used

Cryosections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (CXCL12 and
CXCL13), or cold acetone (CCL21) Independent observers blindly exam-
ined slides Images were acquired with a high resolution video camera and
analyzed using Openlab software (Improvision, Coventry, U K )

Three-color flow cytometry was performed using a FACScan (BD Bio-
sciences, San Jose, CA) to assess chemokine receptors expression in ITLs
and PBMCs Data were acquired and analyzed with the CellQuest software
(BD Biosciences) Intrathyroidal T and B cells were sorted m a FACS-
Vantage cell sorter (BD Biosciences), their purity ranged from 94 to 99%

CXCL12 ELISA

CXCL12 levels were measured in supernatants from HT93 cells and from
thyroidal cultures by an in-house sandwich ELISA (T Gallart, Hospital
Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona, Spam) Plates containing 96 wells were
coated with Abs to human CXCL12a (R&D Systems) Soluble CXCL12a
was detected with a biotmylated Ab to human CXCL12a, followed by
streptavidin peroxidase incubation The ELISA detection range was 0 39—
200 ng/ml (human CXCL12«, PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ)
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RT-PCR and quantitative real time PCR

RNA was obtained using a modified Chomczynski method (32); genomic
DNA was removed and then was retrotranscribed with oligo(dT)I5 (Phar-
macia Biotech, Peapack, NJ) and SuperScript-II (Pharmacia Biotech).
cDNA duplicates were amplified by semiquantitative PCR using Dy-
naZyme II (Finnzymes OY, Helsinki, Finland) and specific primers for
LTa, LTß, LTßR, and IFN-y (conditions listed in Table II). Amplimers
were hybridized with [7-32P]ATP oligoprobes and quantified in a Bio-Rad
Molecular Imager-FX (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) by using Quantity-One.
Results were normalized by GAPDH expression.

For real time PCR, standards and controls for CCL21, CXCL12,
CXCL13, and CCL22 were obtained by PCR from thymus, PT, and PHA-
stimulated PBMC cDNAs. Amplification products from conventional PCR
were quantified in serial dilutions from 10' to 107 molecules. Real time
PCR were performed in a LightCycler (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) using
the master mix containing 4 mM MgCl2, 0.5-0.3 /J.M primers, and 1 /¿I
LightCycler Fast Start DNA Master SYBR Green I (Roche) (the experi-
mental run protocols are described in Table II). The amount of cDNA was
calculated by the second derivative method after confirming the specificity
of the amplification with the melting curve profiles. The samples and stan-
dards were run four times for chemokines/cytokines and six times for
GAPDH in nondependent runs. The relative abundance of each chemokine
was calculated by normalizing the mean of mRNA sample copies (meariQjEM.
Sample) with the corresponding GAPDH one (meana^oH.s^p^), referred to
average levels of PTs, and expressed in arbitrary units (Fig. 1) by the formula
Indexsompie = [(MeancHEM.s^pi,. X meanGApDH.pTï)/(meanOAPDH.Samp,e X
meanCHEM-PTs)]'

Chem.olax.is

The transmigration assay was conducted on Transwell plates (5-jxm pore
size; Corning, Corning, NY), by triplicate or duplicate, depending on cell
availability: 3 X 104-105 sorted CD3+ and CD19* cells were plated in the
upper chamber; and the lower chamber was filled with medium containing
10-1000 ng/ml human CXCL12 (R&D Systems). Supernatants from thy-
rocytes cultured with IL-1/3, IFN--y, or TNF-a (at 200, 500, and 500 lU/ml,
respectively) taken at peak CXCL12 protein (quantified by the previous
ELISA) or control medium were also used to measure spontaneous migra-
tion. In some experiments, cells were preincubated with blocking anti-
CXCR4 (12G5, 20 /ig/ml). Migrated cells were counted using Flow-Count
Fluorospheres (Coulter, Miami, FL).

Statistical analysis

Pearson's correlation coefficient, together with parametric (Student í test)
and nonparametric (Mann-Whitney) tests, were applied to normal and non-
normal distributed data, respectively, using the SPSS software package
(Microsoft, Seattle, WA). A level of significance of 5% was used in all the
statistical evaluations.

Results
LTa, IFN-y, CXCL12, CXCL13, and CCL22, but not LTß or
LTßR, are overexpressed in autoimmune thyroid glands

The levels of chemokine transcription were analyzed in relation to
the diagnosis and presence of intrathyroidal GCs. LTa, IFN-y,

FIGURE 1. mRNA expression of cytokines
(LTa, LTß, LTßR, and IFN--y) and chemokines
(CCL21, CXCL12, CXCL13 and CCL22) in
thyroid glands. Expression levels are repre-
sented as an index (y-axis) referred to the cyto-
kine/chemokine expression in palatine tonsils
(this level is given as index = 1 and indicated as
a horizontal bar in each graph). The samples are
identified with the same code as in Table I: CT,
Control tissues (including palatine tonsils,
lymph nodes, and purified thyroid follicular
cells); HT, Hashimoto's glands; CD, GD
glands; MNG, MNG glands; HD, healthy donor
glands. GC+, Thyroid glands with visible GCs;
GC-, thyroid glands with no visible germinal
centers. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ns,
nonsignificant.
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CXCL12, and CCL22 mRNA levels were higher in AITD glands
than in nonautoimmune glands (p = 0.022, p = 0.024, p = 0.030,
p = 0.010, respectively). Elevated CXCL13 was a constant and
exclusive feature of AITD glands (p < O.Olj whereas CCL21
showed a nonstatistically significant association with disease (p =
0.09). Presence of GC was associated to higher levels of CXCL12,
CXCL13, CCL22, andIFN-7(« = 20; p = 0.022, p < 0.001, p =
0.007, and p = 0.024, respectively). Lymphocytic infiltration was
also associated with CXCL13 and CCL22 levels (CXCL13, r =
0.972, p < 0.0009; CCL22, r = 0.983, p < 0.0009). Finally, ex-
pression of LTß and/or of LTßR did not bear a clear relation to
diagnosis (p = 0.6 and p = 0.54) (Fig. 1).

The immunohistochemistry tests showed CCL21"1" cells around
the GCs in up to 30% of capillaries with features of high endo-
thelial venules (CLA+; Fig. 2). CXCL12 was found in thyroid
epithelium (TPO+ and cytokeratin+; Fig. 2) and also in clusters of
nonidentified cells amid the lymphocytic infiltration. By contrast,
CXCL13+ cells were distributed in the mantle zone of LFs. Al-
though we were unable to clearly identify CD83+ mature DCs or
follicular DCs as CXCL13+ producers (due to nonappropriate re-
agents), the pattern of staining points to the former as the CXCL13
source (Fig. 2).

Thyrocyles are the source of CXCL12

Because production of CXCL12 by thyrocytes has pathogenic im-
plications, we tested the effects of stimuli (IL1J3, IFN-7, or TNF-a)

FIGURE 2. Chemokine expression in autoimmune thyroids. Upper left
panel, Double immunofiuorescent staining of endothelial cells with anti-
CCL21 (green) and anti-CLA-1 (red) around the lymphoid follicle (dashed
yellow line). Upper right panel, Amplified insets of the previous panel;
middle left panel, results of a double exposure for CXCL12 (green) in
formalin-fixed sections from CD patients colocalizing with epithelial cells,
detected as TPO* (red); middle right panel, superimposed images of fol-
licular DCs stained using anti-CD21 L (red) and with anti-CXCLl 3 (green);
lower left and right panels, nonconsecutive sections stained with anti-
CXCL13 (green) and anti-CD83* (red) show a similar reticular staining
pattern and distribution. Image sizes, referred to 100 /j.m, are represented
as yellow lines inside the panels.

presumably acting in vivo on primary thyroid cell cultures. These
cytokines clearly induced a raise of CXCL12a secretion (peak at
6 h) over baseline levels more marked for IL-lß, which produced
a 2-fold increase: 7.56 ± 0.75 vs 3.72 ± 1.4 ng/rnl (Fig. 3A). To
rule out the possibility that CXCL12a was derived from contam-
inating macrophages or fibroblasts, it was also measured in the
supernatants of HT93 cells, and similar results were obtained (Fig.
3/4). Semiquantitative RT-PCR and hybridization detected
CXCL12 mRNA in both tissues, confirming ELISA results (Fig.
3/1). Interestingly, these supernatants from cytokine-stimulated
thyrocytes showed a chemotactic activity that was proportional to
CXCL12 levels, and chemotaxis was blocked with anti-CXCR4
Abs (Fig. 3B).

IFNy DILI p «INFO
thyrocytes

lL-lb

FIGURE 3. Regulation of CXCL12 expression in thyrocytes and its
chemotactic activity. A, CXCL12 secretion and mRNA expression in thy-
roid follicular cells and in the HT93 thyroid-derived cell line in baseline
conditions (ß) and after cytokine stimulation. Results are expressed as an
index referred to the baseline conditions (index = 1) from four different
thyroid glands. B, Chemotaxis of PBMCs from healthy donors using su-
pernatants from the aforementioned stimulated thyrocytes (y-axis stimuli:
IL10 + aCXCR4, supernatant from thyrocytes stimulated with IL-lß and
blocked with anti-CXCR4 Ab; IFN-y, supernatant from thyrocytes stimu-
lated with IFN-y; TNF-a, supernatant from thyrocytes stimulated with
TNF-a). The migration results of a representative experiment are expressed
as an index (j-axis) and calculated as the ratio between the numbers of
migrating cells in the sample and the spontaneous migration.
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Because CCL21 and CXCL13 were not detected by PCR in
thyrocytes (either in baseline conditions or after stimulation), no
further secretion studies were undertaken.

Thyroid autoanlibody levels correlate with CXCL13 and CCL22

In a previous study, we reported the association between thyroid
autoantibody titers and the presence of intrathyroidal GCs. Here,
we describe a correlation between thyroid autoantibody titers and
chemokine levels: anti-thyroglobulin Abs correlated with CXCL13
(r = 0.951, p < 0.0001) and CCL22 (r = 0.906, p < 0.0001)
levels; anti-TPO Abs correlated with CXCL13 (r = 0.940, p <
0.0001) and CCL22 (r = 0.910, p < 0.0001) levels. When GD
were analyzed vs nonautoimmune glands, anti-thyroid-stimulating
hormone receptor Abs correlated with IFN-y (n = 14, r = 0.726,
p = 0.025) and CCL21, CXCL13 and CCL22 levels (n = 18; r =
0.829, p < 0.0001; r = 0.831, p < 0.0001; and r = 0.877, p <
0.0001, respectively).

Infiltrating leukocytes express the corresponding chemokine
receptors

In ITLs, chemokine receptors were expressed in a higher propor-
tion of B cells than T cells following the hierarchy CXCR4>
CXCR5>CCR7 (Table III and Fig. 4A); a higher density was
reached in B cells than in T cells (MFI of CXCR4 109.9 vs 38.2;
CXCR5 140 vs 49.7; and CCR7 27.8 vs 20.7). Preliminary exper-
iments excluded a significant effect of the trypsin-collagenase so-
lution on their membrane expression on ITLs but confirmed an
overall 30% reduction in CD45 expression; therefore, the relative
(but not absolute) distribution of chemokine receptor among the
CD45RA and CD45RO subsets could be analyzed. Taking the pre-
dominance of CD45RO over CD45RA cells into account (ratio,
4:3), the distribution of CXCR4 (ratio, 3:1) indicates its preferen-
tial expression in the CD45RO+ subset. The same applies to
CXCR5 and CCR7 (Table III). The immunohistochemistry studies
confirmed the flow cytometry results: CXCR4+CD3+ orCXCR4+

CD19+ cells were mainly located outside the LFs (Fig. 4A),
CXCR5+CD3+ or CXCR5+CD19 + lymphocytes were mainly
distributed in the mantle zone and within the GC, whereas only
some CD4+ T cells were occasionally CXCR5"1" in areas of diffuse
infiltration (Fig. 4A). In contrast, CCR7 was little expressed by few
T cells and B cells, possibly because those cells lose their receptor
on arrival to the GC. In addition, mature DCs (CD83+) outside the
lymphoid follicles were brightly stained (Fig. 4A).

Table III. Chemokine receptor expression in T cell subsets from ITL,
PBMCsfrom patients (AITDs) and f rom HD defined by RO and RA
expression

Gate CO3 GateCD19

CXCR4*
CXCR4*RCT
CXCR4+RA+
CXCR5*
CXCR5*RO+

CXCR5+RA*
CCR7*
CCR7-RO+

CCR7+RA+

ITU

59.6 ± 15.0
32.6 ± 10.7
10.4 ±9.1
10.5 ± 8.7
7.1 ± 3.4
2.1 ± 1.9
2.5 ± 1.4
2.3 ± 1.6
0.8 ± 0.7

Gate CD3 +

AITDs, PBMCs

21.9 ± 15.1
5.1 ± 8.6

19.0 ± 18.4
10.2 ± 3.4
6.2 ± 4.1
6.9 ± 3.5

39.3 ± 13.6
8.9 ± 5.0

32.6 ± 14.5

HDs,* PBMCs

58.3 ± 9.6
28.4 ± 10.6
30.6 ± 9.5

8.5 ± 4.2
6.1 ± 3.3
3.6 ± 1.8

67.3 ± 7.9
31.7 ± 13.0
41.2 ± 12.6

gqyuy-.V.., ...4 °o Kuyo.Ti.. ) °H ...-,'..1;..-,...-)
10' ro2 ió1 io4 "vf io1 w2 io3 n4 if to1 to2 io3 10

í . t f . o -ZSt,'* VJ.
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CCH7

Iff »-a1-** ^r^V*-*!— r-—f™r

" Values are given as mean ± SD of eight patients. Due to the effect of trypsin,
which strips out a proportion of CD45RO and CD45RA molecules (see Matenah and
Methods), the percentage of CXCR4* in ITLs is higher than the sum of the RO and
RA subsets HDs, healthy donors; RO, CD45RO; RA, CD45RA.

FIGURE 4. Expression of chemokine receptors in CD3+, CD19*, and
CD83 + thyroid-infiltrating cells. A, Dot plots of CXCR4, CXCR5, and
CCR7 chemokine receptors and representative sections of their corre-
sponding distribution by immunofluorescence in the intrathyroidal lym-
phoid follicles. Chemokine receptors are shown in red and CD markers are
shown in green. A higher magnification is given in the insels of each panel;
arrows indicate double-positive cells. B, CXCR4-mediated chemotaxis of
sorted intrathyroidal T and B cells in a dose-dependent response to the
CXCL12 chemokine (1-1000 ng/ml) and anti-CXCR4 blocking (100
ng/ml). The migration results are expressed as an index and are calcu-
lated as the ratio between the numbers of migrating cells in the sample
referred to the spontaneous migration (mean ± SD from four indepen-
dent experiments).
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The CXCL12 receptor on TTLs is functional

Given that several factors (extracellular matrix, cell activation, sol-
uble cytokines, and others) can determine molecular functions, we
assessed the functionality of CXCR4 molecules on the surface of
intrathyroidal B and T lymphocytes by chemotaxis assays with
sorted CD3+ and CD19+ ITLs. Both sorted intrathyroidal T and B
lymphocytes dose dependently migrated in a CXCL12a gradient,
thereby confirming the functionality of CXCR4; maximal migra-
tion index was obtained at 100 ng/ml (33) for T cells and at 1000
ng/ml for B cells (Fig. 4B).

Marked peripheral reduction in CCR7+ and CD3+CXCR4+

lymphocytes ofAITD-GC+ patients

The comparison between ITLs and PBMCs showed that CXCR4"1"
lymphocytes were more abundant in the former (63.6 ± 12.9% vs
31.6 ± 12.9%; Fig. 5). This was due to their low proportion among
circulating T cells (59.6 ± 15.0% vs 21.9 ± 15.1%; p < 0.0001);
no such differences were found for B cells. This reduction of cir-
culating CXCR4+ T cells was particularly marked in the CD45RO
subset (32.6 ± 10.7% vs 5.1 ± 8.6% p < 0.001; Table III). No
significant differences in the proportion of CXCR5"1" cells were
found when the main lymphocyte subsets were compared. The
distribution of CCR7+ cells was the opposite to that of CXCR4;
CCR7+ lymphocytes were significantly less abundant among ITLs
than among PBMCs from the same patient (4.7 ± 2.8% vs 32.9 ±
15.1%; p < 0.0001), and this trend was found in both T cells and
B cells (2.5 ± 1.4% vs 39.3 ± 13.6%, p = 0.018; and 11.4 ± 7.1
vs 39.8 ± 17.0 p = 0.028, respectively; Fig. 5).

Reference values for CXCR4+ cells in secondary lymphoid tis-
sue and control PBMCs suggested that the cause of this asymmet-
rical distribution was a striking reduction of circulating CXCR4+

CXCR4 «1 ITLs AlTDi CXCR4 in PBMCs AJTDa CXCWin PBMCS CTRs

1CO

75

50

iw n«

(TL* AIID CTR ITL» ATO CTR ITL« AirD CTR
PBMC» PBMCs PBMCa PBMC« PBMCa PBMC«

[TV.» AfTD CTR ITL» AfTD CTR FTV« AfTD CTR
PBMC» PBMC» PBMC« PBMC» PBMC» PBMC»

t

A1TD CTH
P6MC« PBMC»

A1TD G™
PBMC. PBMC«

AITD CTR
PBMC« PBMC«

FIGURE 5. Chemokine receptor expression in ITLs and PBMCs from
AITD patients and healthy donors (CTR). Data indicate the percentage of
positive chemokine receptor expression. ITLs and PBMCs from the same
AITD patient (D) are linked by a line; A, PBMCs from healthy donors;
horizontal bars, mean of 8-10 independent experiments. *, p < 0.05; **,
p < O 01; ns, nonsignificant. As an additional reference, the mean ± SD of
CXCR4-positive cells in lymph nodes from healthy donors is given with
the symbol -I-.

CO3*C045FO

FIGURE 6. Relative representation of the distribution of CD45RO*
and CD45RA*CD3+ cells in relation to CXCR4 and CCR7 expression in
ITLs and PBMCs from autoimmune thyroid disease patients and from
healthy donors. The small pie charts (left) show the relative proportion of
chemokine receptor-positive (gray) and -negative (white) T cells. The large
pie charts (fight) show the percentage of CD45RO+ and CD45RA"1" cells.
Percentages are reported to the total number of CD3+ cells.

T lymphocytes in AITD patients. To confirm this observation, we
compared CXCR4, CXCR5, and CCR7 expression in PBMCs
from this group of AITD patients (n = 8) with a group of sex- and
age-matched healthy controls (n = 8). The results showed that the
proportion of CXCR4+ lymphocytes in AITD patients was about
one-third of the controls (31.6 ± 12.9% vs 60.9 ± 7.8%; p =
0.004) due to a lower proportion of CXCR4+ T cells (21.9 ±
15.1% vs 58.3 ± 9.6%; p = 0.016; Fig. 5), mainly affecting the
CD45RO subset (5.1 ± 8.6% vs 28.4 ± 10.6%; p < 0.0003;
Table III).

Regarding CXCR5, no significant differences were found be-
tween PBMCs from AITDs and healthy donors (23.1 ± 2.7% vs
19.1 ± 4.2%; p = 0.391; Fig. 5). The same applies to distribution
analysis conducted among T and B cells and to the CD45RO and
CD45RA T cell subsets.

The percentage of CCR7+ cells was lower in AITD patients
than in controls (35.3 ± 12.8% vs 68.5 ± 7.0%; p = 0.0021; Fig.
5). This was attributable to both the T cell (39.3 ± 13.6% vs
67.3 ± 7.9%; p = 0.013) and the B cell compartments (40.3 ±
17.0% vs 82.6 ± 3.8%; p = 0.0005; Fig. 5). Among T cells, the
lowest proportion of CCR7+ cells was found in the memory
CD45RO+ subset (8.9 ± 5.0% vs 31.7 ± 13.0%; p = 0.006;
Table III).

To simplify the representation of results concerning the percent-
age of cells expressing CD45RA and CD45RO, the results were
recalculated, and the graph was plotted taking" the percentage of
positive cells as 100% (Fig. 6).

Discussion
In rheumatoid arthritis, lymphoid neogenesis has been under in-
tense scrutiny for clues that might explain the perpetuation of these
diseases (11). We became interested in intrathyroidal lymphoid
neogenesis as a part of TLT development, because it may help to
explain how AITDs arise and are maintained despite a T cell rep-
ertoire tolerant to thyroid Ags (34). In a previous publication, we
provided evidence suggesting that intrathyroidal LFs were func-
tional and highly activated, and also that their B cells were specific
for thyroid autoantigens (19). Our results clearly demonstrate that
the main chemokines/cytokines involved in the generation of LFs
are present at normal or above normal levels in intrathyroidal LFs,
thus confirming the similitude to canonical LFs. Working with
human tissues imposes several limitations, but we have tried to
overcome them by studying a large number of samples from a
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broad selection of patients and by testing in vitro the inferences
derived from the observation of the pathological samples Overall,
our results suggest that the development of ectopic lymphoid fol-
licles in AITDs does not depend on a sole molecule but on the
interplay of multiple factors Despite the parallelism between ca-
nonical and intrathyroid LFs, three differences ment discussion

1 The low number of CCR7+-infiltrating lymphocytes which
cannot be explained by the lack of high endothehal venules ex-
pressing CCL21, the initial event in LFs formation and pnme che-
moattractor of naive T cells (35), because we detected CCL21 in
intrathyroidal high endothehal venules to an extent that is similar
to those in other autoimmune (36, 37) or infectious diseases (38)
The most plausible explanation is that once in the tissue, CCR7 is
down-regulated, this would indicate indirectly that the lymphocyte
turnover in intrathyroidal LFs is relatively low at this stage By
contrast, CXCR4 and CXCR5 receptors remain expressed by both
T and B cells, probably because of their role in maintaining the
distribution of the different cell types in distinct areas of the
intrathyroidal LFs

2 The lack of correlation of LT/3 and LTßR expression, factors
known to play a fundamental role in the initiation of LFs, with the
presence of ectopic LFs This difterence, as the former, may be due
to the late stage of maturation of the intrathyroidal LFs in our
material In fact, by the time patients undergo surgery, the disease
has been active for years, and therefore early events are not nec-
essarily present

3 Thyrocytes are the mam source of CXCL12 in AITD This is
important but not totally unexpected because CXCL12 is an an-
cestral chemokine produced by a variety of cell types (24) Thy-
rocyte production of biologically active CXCL12 and infiltrating
lymphocyte responsiveness to it are conclusively demonstrated by
a combination of RT-PCR, immunofluorescent histochermstry, and
chemotaxis techniques Thyrocytes can also produce CCL2 (mac-
rophage chemoattractant protem-1) (39), CXCL19 (monokme in-
duced by IFN-7), and CXCL10 (IFN--y-mducible protem-10) (40,
41), and this may explain why LFs anse so often in the thyroid
gland even in MNG, a clinical entity of uncertain etiology It is
conceivable that the initial event leading to the formation of in-
trathyroidal LFs is local nonspecific stress, e g , iodine overload as
in nonobese diabetic mouse thyroiditis (42) Iodine may induce
thyrocyte necrosis, which would stimulate resident macrophages to
produce IL-1 and TNF, which may in turn induce CXCL12 syn-
thesis by adjacent thyrocytes

The finding of a correlation between the levels of CCL21,
CCL22, and CXCL13 and thyroid autoantibodies is well in agree-
ment with our previous report of a correlation between the pres-
ence of mtrathyroidal LFs and thyroid Ab titers (19) The capa-
bility of the thyroid tissue to express such a diversity of
chemokmes may contnbute decisively to the local differentiation
of autoreactive B cells and to the pathogenesis of AITDs This
concept is also in line with the geographical view of immune re-
sponse proposed by Zinkernagel et al (4), i e , the normal regional
recirculation and distnbution of lymphocytes would be crucial to pre-
vent autoimmumty, and therefore its disruption, as here reported, may
be a decisive event in the development of autoimmumty

The question of the formation of intrathyroidal LFs is part of a
more general question of the reasons for the development of TLTs
in many conditions Secondary lymphoid organs are designed to
maximize the chances of a scarce Ag meeting a rare lymphocyte
bearing the appropnate receptor When the immune system fails to
create an efficient immune response against a highly localized Ag
(e g , a microorganism), it may be advantageous to move a cntical
anatomical element of the immune response, the lymphoid follicle,
to the site of the infection The stimulus that triggers lymphoid

neogenesis may be the continuous production of cytokmes and
other inflammatory mediators by the stromal cells (43) TLTs lack
the intncate circulation channels that distnbute scarce incoming
Ag through the lymph node They are probably not needed in TLT
because their LFs are responding to local Ags that are both abun-
dant and readily accessible (and this may be the main difference
between TLTs and secondary lymphoid tissue) Lymphoid neo-
genesis in autoimmumty may be an undesirable consequence of
this mechanism and may anse as results of chronic local stress
(either mechanical stress in the joints or chemical stress in the
thyroid) The formation of extranodal LFs does not inevitably lead
to autoimmumty, because there is tolerance to local self-Ags, but
breaking tolerance may be easier within these extranodal LFs be-
cause of the huge excess of Ag and the abundance of costimulatory
signals (such as intrathyroidal chemokmes) that may activate ever
present low affinity T cells and B cells Unrestrained receptor re-
vision occumng within these LFs may eventually lead to the for-
mation of high affinity autoreactive B cells Intrathyroidal LFs are
highly activated (19), and this is not surpnsmg because there is plenty
of Ag and inflammatory mediators to keep the reaction going

Finally, one of the most sinking results from this work is the
marked decrease in the proportion of circulating CXCR4+ T cells
and CCR7"1" lymphocytes, and the less marked but still significant
reduction in CXCR5"1" B cells in AITD patients with ectopic LF
These phenotypic changes may constitute good markers of the ac-
tivity of the cellular immune response to the thyroid Ags and may
be useful tests for the clinical assessment of the patients Ongoing
work at our laboratory will determine whether this pattern of che-
mokine receptor expression in PBLs of AITD patients is a feature
of the group whose glands contain LFs and also whether its is
present in patients suffenng other autoimmune diseases character-
ized by the formation of TLT

Autoimmune diseases are the end result of a multistep process in
which genetic and environmental factors interact for a long time
In humans, it is very difficult to define the main checkpoints, but
organization of TLT may be an important step in the consolidation
of an autoimmune response The data presented in this article de-
fine a broad and complex network of chemoattractant molecules
determining the migration of lymphocytes to the thyroid and the
formation of intrathyroidal lymphoid tissue, a process that, given
its correlation with thyroid autoantibody levels and its repercus-
sion in the phenotype of circulating lymphocytes, we believe con-
stitutes a decisive checkpoint in the development of AITD
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